### END LOADER

#### STANDARD MODELS
- Available in processing capacities of 100, 200, 300, and 400 lbs. dry weight load sizes
- Ideal for low ceiling installations and washrooms with limited space
- Strength and durability – the highest quality materials and simple, rugged design make this a truly heavy duty machine. The Braun End Loader will operate for decades
- Thorough wash action and high-speed extraction assure high-quality washing

#### AUTOMATIC SAFETY AND AUTO LOAD REBALANCE TECHNOLOGY
Optical sensors on Braun End Loaders will instruct the machines to:
- Automatically shut down if they are out of balance
- Automatically balance loads prior to moving into the extraction phase to evenly distribute wet goods against the cylinder, eliminating the need for artificial counterbalances.

#### BRAUN’S NEUTRON SUSPENSION
- Unsurpassed vibration dampening allows for installation without a foundation, even on upper floors that can hold the static weight of the machine!
- Isolates vibration from the workspace
- Promotes less wear on major end components for exceptional durability and machine longevity
- Provides for consistent wash performance

#### CONTROL PANEL
Standard on all Braun End Loader machines, touch screen controls are simple, intuitive, easy to use, and control all major machine functions.

#### Specifications

| End Loader Model | Max. Recommended Capacity - Lbs./Kg. | Cylinder Dia. X Depth - Inches/mm | Cylinder Volume - Cubic Ft./Cubic Meters | Cylinder Door Area Open for Loading - Sq. Inches/Sq. cm | Hat of Unloading Doors Above Floor - Inches/mm | No. of Pockets | Extract Motor - H.P. | Extract Speed - R.P.M. | Wash Motor - H.P. | Wash Speed - R.P.M. | Drain Valve - Inches | Automatic Inlet Valves - Inches/mm | Steam Valve - Inches/mm | Overall Width w/Dispenser - Inches/mm | Overall Depth w/Dispenser - Inches/mm | Overall Height w/Dispenser - Inches/mm | Approx. Domestic Shipping Wt. - Lbs./Kg. (Net) | Approx. Export Shipping Wt. - Lbs./Kg. | Export Cubage - Cubic Ft./Cubic Meters |
|------------------|-------------------------------------|----------------------------------|------------------------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------------------|--------------|----------------------|----------------------|----------------------|----------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------------|--------------------------|-------------------------------|--------------------------|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------|--------------------------|
| Neutron 100-2    | 130 59                              | 37 x 34 940 x 864                | 21.2 0.600                               | 236 152                                                 | 37.5 93            | 10              | 1.5                   | UP                    | 1.5                   | UP                    | 6 152                  | 2/51                       | 62 158                    | 64 162                    | 73 185                    | 3850 1.746                | 3850 1.746                | 71 4.79                  |
| Neutron 200-2    | 230 105                             | 44 x 42 1118 x 1067              | 36.9 1.045                               | 297 1916                                                | 37.5 93           | 15              | 3                    | UP                    | 3                    | UP                    | 6 152                  | 2/51                       | 73 185                    | 75 1905                   | 73 185                    | 5720 2.594                | 6850 3.107                | 318 9.01                  |
| Neutron 300-3    | 350 159                             | 54 x 42 1372 x 1067              | 55.6 1.575                               | 420 2710                                                 | 41.5 1040         | 15              | 5.4                   | UP                    | 6                    | UP                    | 6 152                  | 2/51                       | 101 2565                  | 84 2133.6                 | 85 2160                   | 9475 4.297                | 11275 5.113               | 506 14.32                |
| Neutron 400-3    | 450 204                             | 60 x 44 1524 x 1118              | 71.9 2.036                               | 464 2994                                                 | 44 1,118          | 20              | 7.5                   | UP                    | 8                    | UP                    | 203                    | 2/51                       | 108 2743                  | 88 2233.2                 | 91 2311.4                 | 12780 5.796               | 14500 6.576               | 575 16.28                 |

**UP = User Programmable**

---

**G.A. Braun, Inc.**
79 General Irwin Boulevard
N. Syracuse, NY 13212

Mail to:
P.O. Box 3029
Syracuse, NY 13220-3029

**Phone**
1-800-432-7286
(315) 475-4130

**Parts Help Desk**
1-800-432-7286 X 1

**Service Help Desk**
1-800-432-7286 X 2

**ISO 9001 CERTIFIED**

**U.S.A.**
All Braun Products are Proudly Manufactured in the U.S.A.

gabraun.com